MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT TESTING: INTERPRETING YOUR RESULTS
For students REQUIRED to take the math placement test, use the below chart to interpret the course recommendation based on
the placement test score. For students not required to take the math placement test, see the bottom section of the page.
Math test score

Course recommendation

Noncourse equivalency in MUHUB
(not credit, allows registration)

0-5
Consult Sr. Monica Zore (x6380)
6-12
MAT-090
MAT-090P
13-25
MAT-095
MAT-095P
Students scoring in the ranges above (0-25) must complete the required developmental course(s) before taking one of the
below general education courses. The developmental course should be taken in the first semester and a grade of C or above is
required to continue. Students scoring in the ranges below (26+) may choose one from the following courses as deemed
appropriate by your discipline (major), background, or interest. Your advisor will guide you in this decision.
26-45
Options, may vary based on major:
MAT-GENP
BUS-209
MAT-115
MAT-130
MAT-140
MAT-145
POL-206
PSY/SOC-205
46-53
Any of the above options, except MAT-140 and MAT-145
MAT-GENP
Additional options:
MAT-215P
MAT-215
54-61
Any of the above options, except MAT-140, MAT-145, MAT-215
MAT-GENP
Additional options:
MAT-230P
MAT-230
ATTENTION ADVISORS: If there is a question about a student’s placement, consult with Sr. Monica Zore (x6380) BEFORE making
any changes or substitutions. Sr. Monica will evaluate the request and indicate whether another placement would be advisable.

MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT BASED ON ACT/SAT SCORE
For students NOT REQUIRED to take the math placement test and who are not bringing in math transfer credit, use the below
chart to interpret the course recommendation based on their ACT/SAT score. ACT/SAT scores are listed in the MUHUB.
Based on the SAT/ACT scores, students will fall under these guidelines for math placement testing. Depending on their major and
their score, they will fall into different ranges on this chart.

Major

Below ACTM 19
OR Below SATM 530

Based on ACT or SAT Math Score
ACTM 19-20
OR SATM 530-570
Noncourse equivalency:
MAT-GENP

(not credit, allows registration)

Nursing
Psychology
Political science
Sociology
Elementary education
Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Byrum School of
Business majors
All Others

ACTM 21+
OR SATM 570 or above
Noncourse equivalencies:
MAT-GENP, MAT-215P, MAT-230P
(not credit, allows registration)

PSY-205 (as a sophomore or later)
POL-206/SOC-205 (as a sophomore or later)
Placement Testing
Required

MAT-115
MAT-140/145

See Chart Above

MAT-209/215/230
BUS-209

MAT-130/140/145

MAT-130/145/209/215/230
FIN-111
PHL-150

